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Adorably cute, sweet, and just a little on the naughty side. This is the hallmark of Joe Pekar's

illustrations, as his little ladies make their way from his brain to the outside world! A one-time 3D

animator and games designer, Joe decided to go with his first overriding passion - drawing girls! It

seems following that particular career goal has led to flourishing business and an ever-growing field

of fans who buy his originals and clamor for more! Collected for the first time is a gallery of Pekar's

best, showing off his ability to create portraits of pillowfights and pouty teens with expert ease!

State-of-the-art repro and high-quality coated paper will be used for this artist's showcase.
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The drawing are not as good as that of other artists of this genre, but they do inspire the

imagination.

If there is one thing I can always count on Sal Quartuccio to do it is to find the latest and greatest

pin-up artists and he's done so again with "Naughty Girls" The art of Joe Pekar. Pekar is another

enormously talented guy on the cutting edge of digitally produced art--but I defy anyone who would

have guessed that his exquisite work was digitally produced.Pekar's work is slightly reminiscent of

Joe Chiodo with his women having those big, blustery eyes, but that's about where the similarities

end. As the title suggests, Pekar's women are quite the naughty vixens, and yet maintain an alluring

air of innocence that make them irresistible. This 48 page gallery of Pekar's work is full color and

simply dazzling. One need only check out the cover with teasing schoolgirl to know that you are in



for a visual treat.Schoolgirls are a running theme throughout the book and presented in a variety of

clever avenues. One of my favorite pieces is of a couple of girls getting caught lighting up a

cigarette in the bathroom. It's a piece I'd love to have hanging up in my office. Another recurring

theme is that of one girl playing the temptress to another such as the girl with the laptop proclaiming

"Ummm...I thought I was coming over to study" as her friend passionately nibbles on her ear. And

what collection of this type would be complete without a pillow fight as Pekar gives us a quartet of

lingerie-clad cuties battling it out with their down-filled weapons.Pekar provides a diverse bevy of

subjects...there's the gothic girl, The girl scout, the cowgirl, the soldier girl, pirate, fire fighter, Red

Riding Hood, and one of the most wickedly hot witches I've ever laid my eyes on. This is simply a

phenomenal collection from cover-to-cover. Pekar is staking his claim as one of the top pin-up

artists around today. Highly recommended!Reviewed By Tim Janson
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